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Laying the Groundwork for Cross-Asset Trading
As institutional investors’ demand for cross-asset trading grows, sell-side firms are challenged
to deliver the capability or risk losing order flow. Providing a single trading interface capable
of trading multiple asset classes is the relatively easy part of the equation. Implementing the
proper plumbing behind it to make those trades occur properly is more difficult. DWT sits
down with Margaret Bailey, vice president of business development at smartTrade Technologies,
and Ralston Roberts, senior vice president of product management at SunGard, to discuss the
proper foundation that firms need to offer cross-asset trading.
DWT: What is the necessary
technology foundation that
firms need to deploy prior
to implementing a crossasset trading platform? How
many firms usually have this
in place?
Margaret Bailey, smartTrade:
Most organizations have their
foundations in place—generally from legacy single-asset
implementations that are still
working well for them, to a
degree. Currently, firms are in
the process of unifying their
systems to support cross-asset
trading and its complexities,
trying to build where they can
and purchasing the commodity
portions or the parts that cannot be easily and quickly built.
From the smartTrade perspective, there are several items
that are critical to a cross-asset
foundation to provide for the
unification across systems.
These include the ability to
create complex trading patterns, and room for scaling as
the market evolves. The most
important item is being “stateaware” so that an organization
is fully aware of the state of
its orders, both filled or partially filled; and/or the order’s
trading instructions—request
for quotes (RFQs) and so
on. The firm should also be
aware of the state of the trading venue—whether it is up
or its data is being throttled.
The states of all of the systems
are then integrated into the
foundation.
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In an ideal world, organizations would
continue to use their legacy applications for
best-of-breed purposes and have a backbone
in place for cross-asset trading, but firms
have limited resources. The challenge is in
designing, building, and implementing the
cross-asset backbone, ensuring that it will be
able to scale and can handle very complex
asset class combinations, strategies, and
execution conditions.
Once organizations are
state-aware, they can implement complex trading patterns, including queue jumping, where an order can be
left in LiquidityCrosser—the
matching engine portion of
our Liquidity Management
System (LMS)—and on the
market simultaneously. This
can also be implemented in
cross-border trading, where
there are multiple venues for
trading the security and the
foreign-exchange (FX) component. A very complex trading pattern would be the
ability to do cross-border
trading in a queue-jumping
schema.

The second critical part of
the foundation of cross-asset
trading is generic aggregation, smart order routing
(SOR) and crossing/internalization. In this context,
generic means being able to
be agnostic to the asset class
so that multiple asset/crossasset combinations are supported. The organization’s
foundation must also include
a strong level of connectivity, integration, a horizontal
layer of enterprise network
and transport technologies,
market data and message
middleware, centralized data
repositories, and straightthrough processing (STP).

Ralston Roberts, SunGard:
Implementing a cross-asset
trading platform requires connectivity to market data, order
routing and regulatory reporting. Trading firms will also
need enterprise-wide, silo-free
access to reference data.
Not many firms have this
level of connectivity and few
can cover the cost of doing
it themselves. They may rely
on a vendor to provide them
with aggregate feeds or aggregate access to the markets
themselves or a bit of both.
Keep in mind that links
to market data sources—
such as exchanges and vendors—could vary dramatically, depending upon the
asset classes supported. For
example, just to handle equities, firms will have to source
data—at a minimum—from
the Consolidated Tape System
(CTS) and Nasdaq OMX’s
UTP Quotation Data Feed
(UQDF).
For more sophisticated,
low-latency market data, firms
will need to source data from
exchanges. For equities, this
would be the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and NYSE
Arca, Nasdaq OMX, Nasdaq
BX, Nasdaq PHLX, Direct
Edge ECN, National Stock
Exchange (NSX), Bats Global Markets, Chicago Stock
Exchange (CHX), CBOE
Stock Exchange (CBSX) and
the International Securities
Exchange (ISE).
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Creating the Proper Cross-Asset Recipe
Since the latter half of 2004,
Barclays Capital has been
refining its multi-asset-class
electronic trading support to
meet its client demands.
“The primary driver behind
our multi-asset approach is
our belief that clients need
to have a consistent way of
doing business across all asset
classes,” says Holden Sibley,
head of electronic distribution for the Americas at Barclays Capital. “We organize
our electronic sales and service teams in a manner that
addresses this need.”
One challenge for the
industry when it comes to
delivering cross-asset trading
capabilities is determining
whether the cross-asset trading means writing a single
ticket for multi-legged transactions across various asset
classes, or simply delivering
trading interfaces for multiple asset types with a single
user interface.
For Barclays Capital, the
answer is “both,” according to Sibley, who says he
believes that most clients are
not currently looking to trade
every conceivable instrument
against every other instrument.
According to Sibley, Barclays Capital sees many clients looking to trade different instruments in a common
manner rather than looking
to execute multi-legged
multi-asset trades with a single mouse click.
“In the more active trading space, there are the
more sophisticated clients
who look to execute multiasset-class trades in more of
a combined manner,” says
Sibley. “These players tend
to look for more FIX-based
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trading solutions and are also
likely to build something on
their side to enable that multileg strategy,” he adds.
It is not uncommon to see
the sophisticated clients bury
their trading strategies and
models within their internally
developed user interfaces,
while other portfolio managers pass their orders off
to cross-asset trading systems
like Barclays Capital’s Barx
or multi-dealer platforms,
according to Sibley.

Making the Trade
Over the years, Barclays
Capital has continued to
develop its Barx trading platform to deliver multi-asset
trading capabilities to its clients via a common graphical
user interface (GUI) as well
as more sophisticated multilegged trading strategies for
its advanced traders, according to officials.
Barclays delivers its Barx
offering via two Java-based
applications. The first lets
users trade in the foreign
exchange (FX), fixed-income,
money market and some
over-the-counter
(OTC)
commodities as well as structured products, while the
second application enables
futures trading.
Although Barclays Capital
offers its Electronic Equities Trading, many sell-side
firms in the cross-asset trading space tend to shy away
from incorporating equities
trading capabilities into their
multi-asset platform in favor
of providing a FIX connection instead.
“Equities clients typically
need to transact with multiple brokers and it is easier for
them to do that from a single

multi-dealer environment,”
says Sibley.
According to Sibley, the
adoption of algorithmic trading is still largely a singleasset-class
phenomenon.
When looking at cross-asset
algorithmic trades that
include an FX component,
it makes more sense for firms
to build a large FX position
over time and then execute
that portion algorithmically,
rather than to trade in small
clips as is done in equities,
he adds.
Sibley sees room for some
natural algorithms oriented
toward cross-asset trading,
such as ones that perform
automatic hedging of underlying orders useful to some
clients. However, these offerings are not at the top of
the development priority lists
with many providers.
Unlike algorithms, research
and analytics have made the
jump to supporting multiasset class trades. While most
of the tools are originally
developed to support single
asset classes, the tools can
deploy across asset classes,
according to Sibley. One such
example is the Barclays Capital Live research and analytics
platform. Its features include a
time series platter, he explains.
Using this function, traders can
pick any number of instruments across asset classes and
chart the different instruments
against one other.
Other analytics, such
as transaction cost analysis
(TCA), are also moving to
the world of cross-asset trading as traders and portfolio
managers analyze the historic
data for foreign exchange and
fixed-income instruments as
well as equities.

One place that analytics lag
in cross-asset trading is in the
realm of real-time analytics.
Much of the data is overnight
data and some instrument
classes don’t have the same
level of real-time delivery as
others, says Sibley.

Adapting
Workflows

The key element in offering
cross-asset trading capabilities
is to adapt a firm’s offering to
client needs. “We are increasingly working with clients
on more custom solutions to
handle their workflows,” says
Sibley.
Each client, whether an asset
manager, hedge fund or bank,
has individual needs and many
clients have built out their
own workflows or worked
with a third-party provider,
such as an order management
system (OMS) or execution
management system (EMS)
provider, to develop workflows. Sell-side firms need to
understand their clients’ existing workflows and find ways
to effectively plug into their
workflows to make their lives
easier, says Sibley.
Since its acquisition of a
portion of Lehman Brothers’
electronic equities business
in late 2008, Barclays Capital
has been working with its
equities clients to integrate
any necessary FX or futures
trading components to offset
risk exposure from the clients
underlying equities trading.
It might not be true crossasset trading since clients
aren’t trading FX against
equities, but rather trading
equities that produce exposure and need to be offset in
other asset classes, acknowledges Sibley.
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organization must know at
all times where its orders are,
what state they are in, the
states of the various venues
and the states of the systems
with which they are integrated. When an organization has this in place, it can
construct complex matrices
where the cross-asset trading
platform can apply the matrices to what is happening and
dynamically change its decision based on the market in
real-time. A simple example
would be to re-direct order
flow when a venue goes down
and to reconcile the flow once
the venue has come back up.
In order to ensure applicability of these complex
scenarios, full fault-tolerance
is absolutely required at all
floors of the LMS building.

DWT: Have the risk management systems caught up
to cross-asset trading platforms in terms of maturity?
Are they close to offering
real-time risk management?
Bailey: Real-time risk systems
exist for single asset classes. If
these systems are structured
well in terms of volumes and
STP, they can make a good
basis to support the management of the single-asset-class
risks involved in multi-asset
or multi-leg transactions.
Complexity arises in the
internal and external routing
of the risks and the stateaware communication that
needs to happen as markets
change in real time.
Roberts: Risk management
systems have caught up to
the cross-asset trading sys-

tems and sometimes can
provide more sophisticated
views of a firm’s risk. As for
real-time risk systems, that
depends upon the real-time
capabilities of the underlying
system and how fast it can
provide data to the standalone risk platform.
DWT: What do firms typically overlook when designing their platforms? How
can they address this?
Roberts: They generally
overlook the cost of connectivity and the sourcing of
reference data. They need to
address the actual sustained
load required to be supported for processing market
data and for handling bursts
in order routing and execution traffic.

Bailey: It is always a delicate
balance between current
needs and the expectation
of how the market will
evolve. The ideal situation
is having the infrastructure
in place today that is flexible to accommodate the
evolution. Organizations
will take the approach of
insisting on a backbone
infrastructure where they
can then hang the functionality that they need, being
able to quickly modify it
as the market evolves. The
key word is quickly; without the backbone in place,
organizations will be continuously building and trying to catch up, and missing
important deadlines that
they need to service their
clients properly.

Cross-Asset Trading in the News
SMARTTRADE SET TO EXPAND LMS
PLATFORM
Cross-asset liquidity management services
provider smartTrade Technologies plans to
launch a new component to its liquidity
management offering, dubbed LiquidityDistributor, say vendor officials. The
offering groups clients based on liquidity
pools in which they trade, including retail,
corporate and institutional designations,
as well as by sales spreads. LiquidityDistributor lets firms create custom distribution strategies covering market data, price
spreading and trading limits management,
especially important for OTC products. It
also can cascade multiple liquidity sources
by plugging them together and distributing data to an unlimited number of
users, according to officials.
REALTICK UPDATES OPTIONS
OFFERING
Multi-broker, cross-asset electronic
trading platform RealTick has expanded its

options capabilities to include advanced
execution tools for European, Asian and
U.S. markets, according to vendor officials. The latest version of RealTick, 9.3,
adds spread trading capability so users
may interact with the International Securities Exchange (ISE) spread book, particularly for multi-legged options strategies.
The platform also now has an indicative
spread montage across exchanges, to
enhance the use of RealTick managed
spreads, according to the officials. Users
of RealTick 9.3 may also automatically
delta hedge options positions, they add.
SOPHIS ADDS SECONDARY PRICING
Cross-asset risk management software
vendor Sophis has launched a new module
of its Contribution Service to support
pricing requirements for secondary
market making, across instruments
including equity and credit-linked notes,
convertible bonds, warrants and crossasset structured products, according

to vendor officials. The module adjusts
contributed prices to real-time underlying
market variations and is integrated with
Sophis’ Risque front-to-back trading and
risk management service, delivering its
calculations through the Risque pricing
engine, according to the officials.
CQG UPGRADES FIXED-INCOME
Data, charting and trading software
provider CQG has expanded its order
execution, market data and analytics platform with enhanced functions for fixedincome trading, according to vendor
officials. The new features include the
ability to handle spreads across multiple
accounts, hosted direct market access
(DMA) for all major Treasury exchanges,
aggregation in its hosted exchange gateways, and yield pricing. CQG has also
enhanced its analytics offering of instrument and portfolio monitors to better
meet fixed-income trading needs, vendor
officials say.
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